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 Abstract.In this paper an algorithm for solving optimization problems is 

proposed. The algorithm, which follows in principle the general scheme of search 

algorithm has a strong random character. Therefore, the search directions are 

vectors having a density of repartition with uniextremal character (in this case, the 

multidimensional normal law) the algorithm steps are given and the numerical 

results are presented for nine test problems known in the literature.  
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1. NONLINEAR OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
 

The nonlinear optimization problem: 

)(min Xf with the restrictions                                                                      )1(  

      ,0)( ≤Xg j mj ,......,,1=  

where jgşif are defined continuous functions 
nℜ . 

We will consider 

{ }m,.....,j,)X(g/XD j

n 10 =≤ℜ∈=                                                (2) 

the set of admissible solutions of problem )1(  

 The algorithm presented is an algorithm with random character. The 

general scheme of the algorithm is inspired from a combination of two algorithms 

of multidimensional optimization, that is Baniciuc algorithm and Hook and Revees 

algorithm.   
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 As a main description, like in case of any other search algorithm, we start 

from a certain iteration ,...).,k(k 210= from an admissible point DX k ∈ . We 

will note ).x,.....,x,x(X
nkkkk 21

= In Baniciuc algorithm, as known, the search for 

a new point (better as regards the optimum) is done on the direction of the axes 

coordinated from 
nℜ . 

 In the algorithm presented in what follows, we propose for the search 

direction 
nd ℜ∈ to be a random vector, uniformly distributed on the unity n-

dimension  

),....,,( 21 ndddd =  

If starting from kX through exploration on direction 1d (with a given step) 

a success point is obtained, that is a point the value of function f is less than the 

value of the starting point, the exploration continues from this point on direction 

2d and so on. 

In case the exploration on direction 1d  is unsuccessful,  we shall return at 

the starting point kX and a search is performed on the direction - 1d . If on this 

direction we will not obtain a success point, we will return again at the starting 

point kX  and we will continue the exploration on 2d direction. 

In case, after the exploration on all the random directions 

),....,1( nid i == , no success point is obtained, this suggests that the optimum can 

be in the proximity of the starting point kX . In this case, the search continues in a 

smaller step.  

If at the end of the exploration on the 2n directions 
nd ℜ∈  and 

nd ℜ∈− a success point is obtained 1+kX (namely )(( 1 kk XfXf <+ ) there are 

several possibilities to continue, until, a stop criteria is obtained.  

One of these methods, following the scheme of Baniciuc algorithm, is to 

repeat a new iteration, as per the process described, starting from the new point 

1+kX . 

Further on, considering that the direction 
kk XXd −= +

−

1
is a  “success 

direction”, as it is defined by Hooke and Jeeves algorithm, we propose the 

following continuation. 

On the success direction kk XXd −= +

−

1 , starting obviously from the 

success point 1+kX a new exploration is done. We propose that the search direction 

to be, as until now, distributed uniformly on the sphere of unity and dimension. 

Another alternative is to explore from 1+kX  on the coordinates of 
nℜ . 

When a stop criterion is fulfilled and the last point obtained is considered 

the optimum point.  
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2. THE STEPS OF THE ALGORITHM   

We know: 

DX ∈0  initial starting point; 

)( 0XfF =  the value of the efficiency function in 0X ; 

0>ε  required accuracy; 

N  the maximum number of generations at an iteration; 

)p...,p,p(p
n,oo 00 21

= the initial vector of the explorations steps; 

),...,,( 21 nPPPP =  the vector of the exploration steps on the vector 

“success directions”; 

PP>0 represents  the penalty coefficient. 

Let us assume that at an iteration ...),,k(k 210== kX  point is known 

and the corresponding value of the efficiency function:  

)X(signg)(X(gPP)X(fF Kjk

m

j

jk ++= ∑
=

1
1

                                   (3) 

 

We will point out here that the value of F function calculated with 

formula (3) is “penalized”, in the sense of the optimum if point DX k ∉ . 

Then, the description of algorithm steps is the following: 

Step 1. 1=m (the contour of the number of generations by directions) 

Step 2. The search directions is calculated 

)d,...,d,d(d m

n

mmm

21=  

Which is a random vector distributed uniformly on the sphere of n-dimensional 

unity . 

Step 3. We calculate 
m

kikikik dpxix +=+ ,1 , ni ,...,2,1=  

and though we obtain the point 

),...,,( ,12,11,11 nkkkk xxxXX ++++ =  

so 

)( 1+= KXXfFF , calculated with formula (3). 

Step 4. If FF F< then 11 ++ = kk XXX  and jump at Step 11. 

              If FFF ≥ ,  jump at Step 2. 

Step 5. We come back at the initial point kX and we determine the new point   
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),....,,( ,12,111 nkkkk xxxXX ++++ = (with the same steps) on the directions 

m

kid− , that is 

m

kikikik dpxix −=+ ,1 , ni ,...,2,1= . 

We will note the same  

)( 1+= KXXfFF . 

Step  6. 

If FF F< then 11 ++ = kk XXX  and jump at step 11. 

If FFF ≥ ,  jump at step 7. 

Step 7. 

The exploration on 
md direction was unsuccessful, we come back at the 

initial point kX , that is 

Kk XX =+1  

And jump at Step 8. 

Step 8.  

If Nm < , then 1+= mm and jump at Step 2. 

             If Nm = , jump at Step 9. 

Step 9.  

We will consider  

2

1

1

2 







= ∑

=

n

i

kipNP    the norm of the vector of the exploration steps at the 

iteration k. 

If ε<NP , jump at step 10. 

If ε≥NP  the exploration was not successful and we will diminish the 

steps for a search in the proximity of point kX .  

For example, kk PP
2

1
:=  and jump at step 1. 

Step 10. 

The exploration on the success direction kk XXd −= +

−

1 , 

),....,,( 21 ndddd = with one step ),...,( 21 nPPPP = where, for example,  

,pP kii α=  ni ,...,2,1=  

and the multiplication factor is 2≥α . 

iiki dPi,xx += +10 , ni ,...,2,1=  

We will note: 
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),...,,( 00201 nk xxxX =  jump at step 1. 

Step 11. 

We will consider ( ) 2

1

1

2

,1 







−= ∑

=
+

n

i

kiik xxER  

If ε<ER , jump at step 12. 

If ε≥ER , jump at step 1. 

Step  12. 

Optimum point 

1

*

+= kXX  

And the value of the efficiency function  

( )*XfF =   

Stop. 

Finally, we will make some remarks regarding the proposed algorithm.  

In general, these types of algorithms, with stochastic character are cited as 

being extremely robust in the exploitation.  

Moreover, given the big number of random generations, in many cases the 

algorithm presented has the chance of exploring and obtaining the global optimum 

of problem (1). 

We have to mention, in the end, that the proposed algorithm can be 

successfully used for determining the initial admissible point DX ∈0 . 

 

 3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

There have been used nine test problems known in the literature as the 

problem of Lawler  and Belle. 

No. Problem Number 

       of  

variables 

Number 

      of 

restrictions 

Objective 

 function 

Type of 

restrictions 

Value of 

the 

function 

in the 

optimum 

point

)( *xf  

1 LB1 5 11 

∑
=

=
5

1

2

i

ixf  

Linear 7.44 

No. Problem Number 

   of  

variables 

Number 

    of 

restrictions 

Objective 

function 

Type of 

restrictions 

Value of 

the 

function 

in the 

optimum 

point

)( *xf  
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2 LB2 7 14 

453

6271

7

3

xxx

xxxxf

++

+=

 

10 linear 

2 squared 

2 non convex 

0.00 

3 LB3 7 14 

∑
=

=
7

1i

ixf  

10 linear 

2 squared 

2 non convex 

7.33 

4 LB4 7 14 

∑

∑∑

=

==

−

=

7

1

2

7

1

7

1

i

i

j

j

i

i

x

xxf

 

10 linear 

2 squared 

2 non convex 

16.00 

5 LB5 7 14 

∑
=

=
7

1

2

i

ixf  

10 linear 

2 squared 

2 non convex 

13.68 

6 LB7 8 15 

675

83

7252

211

11

6

3

xxx

xx

xxxx

xxxf

++

++

+++

++=

 

10 linear 

2 square 

2 non convex 

9.47 

7 LB8 8 15 

∑
=

=
8

1

2

i

ixf  

11 linear 

2 squared 

2 non convex 

39.20 

8. LB9 8 15 

∑
=

=
8

1i

ixf  

11 linear 

2 squared 

2 non convex 

12.65 

9. LB10 8 15 

876

752

642

541

321

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxxf

+

++

++

++

++=

 

11 linear 

2 square 

2 non convex 

0.00 

 

The calculations have been performed with 0.1ε =  accuracy. The initial 

vector of the exploration steps 0p  had all components equal to one and the vector 

P of the exploration steps on the “success directions” had three times bigger 

components than the components of 0p vector. 

We will note: 

3=N (the maximum number of generations at an iteration); 

k − represents the number of iterations; 
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NF − represents the number of evaluation of efficiency functions. 
 

The results obtained are presented in the table bellow:  

 

No.  Problem Number of k 

iterations 

Number of  

NF 

evaluations 

Value of 

function 

)( *xf  

Observations 

1. LB1 105 281 7.499 Global optimum 

2. LB2 138 462 0.080 Global optimum 

3. LB3 122 401 7.291 Global optimum 

4. LB4 159 571 16.081 Global optimum 

5. LB5 182 701 14.559 Global optimum 

6. LB7 179 680 9.507 Global optimum 

7. LB8 207 844 42.003 Global optimum 

8. LB9 188 785 12.699 Global optimum 

9. LB10 235 1027 0.098 Global optimum 

 

 From the tests performed we can observe the fact that the algorithm 

presented is very stable. As mentioned in the literature, in most of the cases the 

global optimum of the problem is obtained.  
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